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The contribution of the fishing industry to world economy and social well-being can hardly be 
overestimated. Increasing world population and consumption growth as a consequence of this pose a challenge 
for the international community and Russia as one of the leading fishing countries to ensure a global food 
security while preserving a biodiversity of Oceans.

Fish and seafood are among the most traded food commodities worldwide, besides, the fisheries and 
aquaculture sectors are substantial financial sources of revenues to national budgets and of income for millions 
of people. According to FAO, 57 mln. of people are involved in fishing industry.

Faced with climate change issues, economic and financial uncertainties, and growing competition for natural 
resources the international community should address the global challenge by 2050: how and what to feed the 
population of more than nine billion people? We suggest it to be the main lines of discussion on the margins of 
the Global Fishery Forum in St. Petersburg in September 2017.

I.V. Shestakov
Deputy Minister
of Agriculture

of the Russian Federation - 
Head of the Federal Agency

for Fisheries

Welcome address

Aims: Objectives:
• implementation of national fishery policy

• development of a new fishing industry strategy

• promotion of fishing industry products

• attraction of investments into the real economy

• implementation of science, technology
  and innovation policy

• to provide a unified communication platform 
  for the industry

• to provide a state support of fish and seafood export

• to develop practical recommendations 
  to international organizations

• to present latest developments and cutting-edge 
  techniques of Russian enterprises

www.rusfishexpo.com
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About the event

for professionals of world fishing industry
and related sectors of economy
from different countries

 10000
 м2

Exhibition
space of

participants

More than

200+ 50
Representatives of

countries

This is the first time Russia
will be a hosting side

The exhibition space of more than  10,000 м2

for upwards of 200 leading national and foreign companies, 
representing:

The Forum would be attended by:

• fishery 
• fish-processing
• shipbuilding
• manufacturers and vendors of equipment
• retailers and distributors
• owners of cafes and restaurants

representatives of the state authorities
of the Russian Federation
representatives of the state authorities
of foreign countries
representatives of the regional authorities
of the Russian Federation
representatives of Russian and international
business communities
representatives of Russian and international
nonprofit organizations

www.rusfishexpo.com
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Forum’s business program www.rusfishexpo.com

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE BUSINESS PROGRAM FOR THE GLOBAL FISHERY FORUM

September 14. The first day of the Forum
Пленарное заседание

Global Perspective on Fisheries in the World Ocean:
Cooperation or Competition?

According to the UN forecasts, the world's population is expected to 
grow from 7.4 to 8.5 billion by 2030. 

A number of large countries suffer a shortage of resources. Sovereign 
rights to sh bioresources within the exclusive economic zones of 
states remain unshakable, including managed access of foreign ves-
sels. Most of the water areas of the World's Ocean open regions are 
covered by multilateral international agreements, but unregulated 
zones remain. At the same time, the UN is working to protect "the 
health of oceans" and to establish marine protected areas that limit 
industrial shing. How to nd a balance between the competing inter-
ests of multiple stakeholders? How perfect is the current legal regula-
tion and is it possible to conclude a new global deal on sustainable 
development of the World's Ocean bioresources? Leading world politi-
cians, experts and businessmen will discuss the long-term prospects 
for the development of sheries in the World Ocean and the associ-
ated risks.

• The views of FAO UN on the effectiveness of existing international 
conventions on the bioresources conservation and development 

• Key challenges for international organizations in ensuring the en-
forcement of existing multilateral conventions on the bioresources 
conservation and development (for example, CCAMLR / ICCAT / 
NEAFC) 

• Ensuring national interests in accessing sheries in the areas of 
international agreements and in the exclusive economic zones of 
foreign countries (positions of the EU, China, Norway, Chile / Peru, 
Russia, African countries) 

• The current UN policy on the establishment of marine protected 
areas: the criteria for selecting areas, risk zones, the balance of eco-
nomic interests and nature protection 

• Voice of business: how much does the policy contribute to the eco-
nomic  ciency of shing in remote areas and what needs to be 
changed? 

• Fixing positions of key stakeholders 

• “Lessons” useful in elaborating agreements for unregulated areas or 
changing existing conventions 

• Perhaps the decision to hold an international conference under 
the auspices of the FAO UN for developing and agreeing universal 
and objective rules and conditions for States’ access to the World’s 
Ocean open areas.

Legend: Structure: On the way out: 

Plenary meeting
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September 14. The first day of the Forum

Круглый стол № 1. Круглый стол № 2.
Threats to the state of aquatic biological resources and instruments for managing biological risks

Legend: Legend:Structure: Structure:On the way out: On the way out: 

Experts call climate change and 
natural phenomena as key un-
certainties in terms of the devel-
opment of world sheries and 
aquaculture. A number of stocks 
of aquatic biological resources 
continue to remain in a depressed 
state. At the same time, FAO UN 
sees opportunities for increasing 
wild sh catch, subject to proper 
management of resources. Leading 
world scientists and environmen-
talists will present a map of key 
natural risks and will offer recipes 
for managing them.

FAO estimates that over the past 
ve years, the world trade in sh 

and seafood has grown by about 
10%. The WTO systematically sup-
ports the development of world 
trade, there are bilateral and 
multilateral trade agreements. At 
the same time, many states take 
measures to protect national pro-
ducers and tighten requirements 
for imported products. What policy 
will prevail and what can export-
oriented companies expect? The 
round table participants will an-
swer these questions: politicians, 
businessmen and experts.

The decision on the need for 
closer integration of the  c 
community and on holding an an-
nual global conference of branch 
scientists in the framework of the 
international shery forum hold by 
Russia

A list of key risks and a set of best 
practices in international trade in 

sh and seafood

• Objective assessment of the 
state of aquatic bioresources 
on a global scale: risks and op-
portunities for shing (general 
overview) 

• Climate change and natural 
phenomena – a threat to stabil-
ity and a key uncertainty factor 

• Anthropogenic risks  shing 
gear, by-catch, quartering, pollu-
tion, GMOs) and how to manage 
them 

• Advanced technologies for con-
servation of biological resources 
and forecasting catches 

Successful practice and effective 
forms of interaction between sci-
ence and business when analyzing 
the state of resources 
Examples of regional (convention-
al) integration and prospects for 
the global integration of national 
inventory management systems 
and sheries forecasting 

• The state and future of the 
world trade in sh and seafood: 
a view of the WTO 

How effective are free trade 
agreements for the shing 
industry? 
• Rational barriers: the view of 

regulators on ensuring the safe-
ty of imported products without 
prejudice to the trade develop-
ment

• The positive experience and 
obstacles encountered by sh-
ery companies in international 
trade (the experience of Norway, 
the USA, Russia, Thailand, Japan) 

Signs of protectionist tendencies against the background of the of the fi shing industry globalization

Round table No. 1. Round table No. 2. 
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September 15. The second day of the Forum

CONFERENCE 
A new strategy for the development of the Russian fi shing industry

A new long-term strategy for the development of the Russian 
sheries industry has been developed. The mission changes in 

favor of targeting the end user. Large investments, transforma-
tion of the production structure and improvement of infrastruc-
ture are expected. The development of aquaculture will get a 
new impetus. Marine biotechnologies will play an active role. 
In general, the industry is expected to shift from a raw material 
model to maximize value added on the basis of modern tech-
nologies. How will the global sh industry meet the Russia’s 
changing role?

• General presentation of the strategy Russian sheries indus-
try-2030

• General expert assessment 

• Russia’s unique opportunities to attract foreign investment 

• Assessment of the prospects of key areas (markets) of the 
global shing industry (white sh, salmon raising, mariculture, 
marine biotechnology  sh feed, Omega-3 sector) and oppor-
tunities for the Russia’s integration into them

• How relevant is vertical integration to international shery 
companies?

A list of recommendations for inclusion in the strategy as part of 
the subsequent actualization

Legend: Structure: On the way out: 
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September 15. The second day of the Forum 

Fishing-industry fl eet of the future

Legend: Legend:Structure: Structure:On the way out: On the way out: 

In recent decades, the pace of con-
struction of new shing vessels on 
a global scale has been minimal; 
in recent years, however, the situ-
ation is beginning to change. This 
is primarily due to the introduction 
of innovations in the production of 

shing, processing, freezing com-
plexes. Russia also has ambitious 
plans to build a eet. The round 
table participants will discuss key 
requirements for modern shing 
vessels and will form the “image 
of the future” for ships, which are 
expected to be constructed in the 
next decade. 

In the global sheries industry, in-
dependent environmental cer  -
cation systems play an increasingly 
important role as a tool to promote 
responsible business conduct and 
the factor of access to consump-
tion markets. Russia expects active 
development of the cer  cations 
of key industries and productions, 
and also discusses the need to 
create and develop a national eco-
label. During the roundtable, rep-
resentatives of the largest cer  -
cation systems and businessmen 
will discuss the prospects for the 
development of this institution on 
a global scale and in the context 
of Russia.

Top 10 recommendations for sh-
ermen planning a eet construc-
tion

“Message” of global eco-cer  -
cation systems to developed and 
developing markets

• Review of the state of the shing 
eet on a global scale against 

the background of the related 
transport sectors development 

• Current trends in eet renewal 
(countries, shipyards) 

• Russia as a future center for the 
construction of a shing eet 

• Modern trends in marine archi-
tecture 

• Key innovations for shing, pro-
cessing and freezing equipment 

• Engineering and other effective 
technologies for ship building 
projects management

• New vessels – new personnel 
“challenges” 

• What is an “ecological” vessel in 
the modern sense? 

• World practice of counteracting 
surplus capacity of the shing 

eet 

• Modern vision of the mission 
and objectives of environmental 
cer  cation 

• Global perspectives from the 
standpoint of major players: 
growth points and constraints 

• Marketing importance of eco-
cer  cation: the key to promis-
ing markets (as in the case of 
China) 

• What does the consumer expect 
from an eco-label? 

• Successful practice of cer  ca-
tion of large sheries and com-
panies, as well as constructive 
criticism from business 

• Quality of the nal products: the 
need to integrate cer  cation 
systems with other control links 

Non-state fishery certification systems   

Round table No. 3. Round table No. 4. 
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Round table No. 5. 
Food loss control in the Russian fish industry:

practices and approaches aimed at reduction of a food loss

Resolution of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development of UN, 
adopted by the Russian Federation, imposes to halve the global food waste 
in the retail and consumer market and to achieve food loss reduction in 
value chains on a per capita basis by 2030.

of waste materials.
Within the frameworks of the round table the possibilities of a 

including the catch, storage, processing, transportation and further 
distribution through retail networks will be considered.

action to combat food insecurity in Russia most effectively (and what 
exactly should be as a result); and what business (manufacturers, retailers) 
and authorities can do for this effect.

Fishery Forum, which will be forwarded to all participants of UN Sustainable 
development Program in the frameworks of procedures determined by FAO. Besides, 
all the measures provided should be integrated into a single road map for action 

positions. As a result of its implementation the Fishery development Strategy by 
2030 should be supplemented with a specialized section devoted to reduction of 
losses and wastes.

Introduction to FLW concept (food losses and food wastes, associated with 
spoilage of products along the food value chain). Objective assessment, problems 

priority measures devised for the reduction of these. FAO and Russian experts view.

value chain.

Processing of order by manufacturer and retailer, reduction of losses associated 
with overorder of products and their excessive production.

Electronic tracking system for products of animal origin and its role in 

entire chain of food production to ensure quality and safety. Development of a 

Modernization of port infrastructure and internal Russian specialized warehousing 

retain its high quality, increase its domestic demand and export capacity.

Legend: Structure: On the way out: 

Forum’s business program www.rusfishexpo.com

September 15. The second day of the Forum 
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50 countries.
More than 1,500 participants.

• Russian and international
   business communities 
• Officials
• Experts

• Heads of Russian federal government bodies
• Representatives of constituent entities of RF 
• Foreign delegations
• International organizations
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Participants

Industry giants (Russia)
• Russian Fishery Company

• Arkhangelsk Trawl Fleet 

• F.E.S.T. Group of Companies

• Sigma Marine Technology

• Nakhodka Active Marine Fishery Base (NBAMR)

• Yuzhno-Kurilsky Fish Factory (YKRK)

• Rybolovetskiy kolhoz “Vostok-1”

• FOR Group of companies

• New Alaska Volkhov

• Karelian Fishery Union

• Preobrazhenskaya Base of Trawling Fleet (PBTF) 

• Gidrostroy

• Anthey

• OceanRybFlot

• Rybolovetskiy kolhoz named after V.I. Lenin

• GiproRybFlot

• Dalryba

• Magadanryba

• Nevsky Shipyard 

• Pella

• Rybolovetskiy kolhoz named after V.I. Kalinin

• Norebo

• Baltiysky bereg

• and others

• Great Britain
• Spain
• Netherlands
• Germany

• Cyprus
• Norway
• Denmark
• China

• Japan
• Iceland
• Latvia
• and others

Participating countries

www.rusfishexpo.com
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Location

                   business area       

2.

1.

www.rusfishexpo.com

St. Petersburg, LENEXPO, Pavilion 7

FEDERAL AGENCY
FOR FISHERY
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Exhibits of participants www.rusfishexpo.com

Exhibition design
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Examples of exhibition stands’ construction www.rusfishexpo.com

Projects
of custom built
exhibition stands
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